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Answers 6Can I can tell why JBL Xtreme does not have a charge indicator? Answers 6Why is the SD card files sorted/played? I can't find it in the instructions or in the reviews, such an impression that no one is interested. Responses 1B the device inserted a charge exceeding the nominal voltage, failure, presumably the
amplifier chip (16 conclusions). She's burned and can't be identified now. Is it possible to find a diagram or the name of the chip somewhere? Answers 14 How to understand that JBL XTREME is charged to the end, how many left to complete discharge, how many hours it should be charged? Thank you in advance.
Answers 1Th greets everyone, I have 5 light bulbs and the fifth always blinks, even I put before going to bed, but also blinking. Answers 1 How many hours do you need to charge to full charge? Answers 1What do light bulbs indicate on the column? Answers 4Smod me after updating the column jbl extrim almost
completely lost bass, how to return the old firmware? Answers 1Health, stopped charging, both from usb and from the cord. Answers 1Why is the column not powered by battery power? Answers 2Stell, please, I learned that the column has a so-called secret function of switching play modes, to increase low frequencies,
or high, whether this feature can be used and will not harm this column? If you consider the fact that the developers did not give it a separate button! Answers 2 How to charge it? Answers 1 Welcome. Who knows in the scheme how many volts (accidentally not 12) in the Spacer extreme column (in fake)? Answers 1Sing
music with usb? Answers Do you know the answers of the buttons? Answers 1A Can I recharge the speakers (I have two) portable chargers? Answers 1A What are the characteristics of the charging adapter for JBL extream 2? Answers 1 As her include Answers 5 Welcome! I want to use on a motorcycle. Can I charge
my column via a USB port? Answers 0All hello, what to do if the column is not available and does not connect Answers 3All hello! Tell me, please, what to do if my phone does not find a column? Am I turning on Bluetooth? But the column on the phone is not defined. Tell me how to make it possible to listen to music from
your phone via Bluetooth? Answers 0Cupil Nopestar h31, the column is discharged, including charging, the indicator for 20 minutes burns and then dries, and the charging itself warms. Tell me, I can't find anything on the Internet, crafts h 31, it is or not yet. And how to recognize the original from a fake? Answers 9 When
charging burn at first 1 then 2 then 3 then 3 then 4 then 5 then 5 indexer it for an hour then reset and again 1 then 2 then 3 and 4 Margaret no matter how much does not charge to 5 does not reach but if the time in 4 hours to remove as stated that charging will be full on the column and when charging burns the same 4
and no further goes Answers 1U I Chinese JBL Extreme. Why, when I listen , four white lights are lit and when they sit down, they also burn all four, shouldn't they be added one at a time? Answers 2 Hello, bought a column, listened to it for 30 minutes and she passed out, put on charge, burns only one indicator and the
column itself is not turned on. What to do? Why Doesn't turn on or charge? Answers 1Can I can charge the JBL column via USB via computer? Answers 1Why something does not connect to the BJ, finds, writes connection, time passes again. What to do? Answers 1Colonk JBL Xtreme, charge correctly until the full
extinguishing of the indicators, 3, 5 hours. But it does not work for long. I'd even say a little. What to do? Three to four hours, there was no recharge. What is it like to update it? Answers 2There is the program to connect the column to the phone, analogue original? Or is there a way to connect the Chinese to the original
program? Answers 1Sign please how to find out that the JBL EXTREM column is fully charged? Constantly flashing the 5th Answer indicator 0Health, I lost the sound on JBL-xtreme. What could be the problem?  That's how it works, it turns on, Bluetooth connects, everything but sound works, checks the speakers -
they're also working. Answers 1Gromst column depends on what it works or is it consistently playing off any smartphone? Answers 1 Hello. There are 1 question on the JBL xtreme column. How do I know that the column is charging and how much percentage of charging is on it? I have 1 indicator red while charging, the
rest are white, nothing blinks. The inclusion and context buttons also burn, but don't blink. Does that mean it's charging? Answers 1 How do you set up the radio? Answers 1 How to listen to music from a USB drive? Answers 1The is the corrosing for charging? Answers 1Why after three sounds the column shuts down?
Answers 5 How many hours of charging? Answers 1 What other charge is coming to her? Or what if there is no original charging? Answers 1Dible day. JBL XTREME 2. Put on charging the battery indicator does not burn. The charger is flowing. It's all right there. Why doesn't the light burn when we connect to charging?
Answers 3 As the charger should work correctly, I have the last 5 light flashing, then resets to 1st, flashes 2nd and nothing else happens. Answers 1 How to turn on and what to do if not turned on? Answers 0What to do if the indicator is not charged up to 5 light bulbs and the column hisses without the music included? Jbl
xtreme. Answers 1U I have such a question! I put on the charge, immediately flash 4 lights, after a few minutes flashes 1 indicator. And that's it, only 1 indicator all 3 hours. Is it an indicator glitch or a battery end? When I take off the charge, it shows that the charged column, including the music, shows the charge is not
full. What to do? Answers 1Why charges 4 hours and one light bulb burns? Answers 1I put it on charge and I do not burn light bulbs. Answers 1What to do if you make louder on the speaker, you have made and louder on the phone.  Before, when I was making the speaker louder, the phone didn't add. Answers 1Kuped
a new one, I can't include. Answers 1 How do you charge the column? Column?
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